D.M. Bhardwaj

Date: March 13, 2019 (WED)

To,
The First Appellate Authority,
O/o The Executive Director,
M/s. Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd.,
Eastern Region - 1 Headquarters,
BSEB Colony, P.O : Shastri Nagar,
Near TRW Centre,
Dist. Patna – 800 023 (Bihar)

Sub: Non receipt of required information / documents pertain to Letter Dated: 29-12-2018
Ref: Right to Information Act – 2005

Dear Sir,

Most respectfully,
Pertain to my letter Dated: 29-12-2018 copy enclosed, this is to inform you that pertain to
information Para no.: 01, 02 and 03 of my subject letter are not received along with the letter
no.: PGCIL/ER-1/RTI-173/2018-19/2796 Dated: 06-03-2019

Once again I take the opportunity to highlight the remaining information to be furnished as per
hereunder:

01-Please provide me certified copy of all the techno commercial bid along with
their drawings submitted by all the participants against aforesaid NIT.

02-Please provide me certified copy of technical evolution carried out / concluded by PGCIL
- Patna.

03-Please provide me certified copy of Price Bid of all the bidders date and time of
submission of bid must appear on the certified copy.

I have no hesitation to state that tender inviting authority have provided most unwanted and
undesirable information and have tried to mislead, pertain to subject requirement they have
sent scan copy of purchase orders issued by PGCIL – Patna to different vendors and scen
copy of their credential etc. those are of no use for me.

In view of that I am submitting my appeal before you with a request to instruct to the tender
inviting authority to provide the information pertain to Para no.: 01, 02 and 03 pertain to my
letter dated: 29-12-2018 copy enclosed.

Your personal attention in this regard shall be highly appreciated.

Thanking You,

D.M. Bhardwaj
Cell No. # 09760004027